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City Tap House's philosophy on craft beer is clear.
Let it be at the heart of what we offer our valued guests.
Let our list be approachable, unpretentious and community-driven.
Let the bar and the kitchen challenge and elevate each other.
Let a walk through our door bring with it
discovery and good times, shared with good people.
Welcome. We're happy to share our craft with you.
Our list is organized by style. Within those styles, from lightest in body to heaviest.
Pricing has been determined by ounce. Items with an asterisk are 10oz pours, which may be due to alcohol
content, style or exclusivity. Otherwise pricing is for a 16oz pint or 5oz sampler.

WHEATS: TYPICALLY SOFT ON THE PALATE, RANGING FROM LIGHT & CITRUSY TO BIG, FRUITY & SPICY
*Concrete Beach
Tropic of Passion

4.8% Intense tropical fruit aroma leads into a full-bodied beer that showcases the tart and slightly
sweet interplay of passion fruit, leaving you with a dry and refreshing finish.
(FL, Witbier $3/ $6.50)

Hollywood
Pineapple Wheat

4.8% Hollywood pineapple wheat is a fruit / Vegatable beer organicly brewed refreshing wheat
beer. (FL, Wheat Ale . $3/$ 6)

Funky Buddha Floridian

5.2% With a color as brillant as a West Palm sunset, this local Hefeweizen stacks traditional banana
& clive notes in a a super approachable beer. (FL, Hefeweizen $3/ $6.50)

Weihenstephaner Hefeweiss

5.4% From the worlds oldest brewery, this classic naturally cloudy wheat beer has a wonderful
yeasty fragrance and taste. (GER, Hefeweizen $4/$8.5)

Cigar City Florida Cracker
26 Degree Captin Ron
Bell's Oberon

5.5% A Belgian style Witbier with moderate notes of orange peel, coriander and hints of vanilla,
upfront citrus with coriander notes that lead into lemon/lime like notes and finishes with citrus and
flowers.(FL, Witbier,$4/$8)
5.6% Created using traditional German brewing techniques, Captain Ron pays homage to our beer
forefathers. It's elegant banana aroma and flavor makes it an approachable favorite.
(FL, Hefeweizen $3/$7)
5.8% Spicy hop character with mildly fruity aromas. Perfect summer beer. (MI, Wheat Ale $3/$6)

PILSNERS, LAGERS & BOCKS : SLOWER FERMENTATION BRINGS ON FULLER FLAVORS, FROM CRISP
PILSNERS TO RICH MALTY BOCKS
Bud Light

4.2% We obviously have more "crafty" options.
The World's favorite Light Beer. (MO, Adjunct Lager $3/ $6)

Yuengling Lager

4.4% America's oldest family-owned brewery keeps it real. (PA, Amber Lager $3/$6)

Krombacher Pils

4.8% Enjoy a distinctive, finely bitter taste and a full-flavoured aroma with a clean finish that a
German pilsner holds as it's signature. (Germany $3/$7)

Khoffner German Pils

5%. Known for a very prevalent hop presence, bohemian pilsners are defined by a spicy, floral
aroma from the style’s signature hop, Sazz. Balanced with a rich, bready malt aroma.
(FL, Czech Pils $3/$7)

Funky Buddha Pineapple
Beach

5% Tropical and refreshing blonde ale is kissed with gnarly waves of juicy pineapple. A dose of
floral, American hops and crisp pilsner malt makes this beer ideal for any sun-soaked day.
(FL Pilsner ,$3/$7)

Stella Artois

5% Euro Lager does the job just fine…slight malt sweetness, honest beer (BEL, Euro Lager $3/$6)

Terrapin Sound Czech

5.2% 100% Pilsner malt, and German Magnum, Czech Saaz, and Saphire hops Fresh aroma & noble
hop character give way to a perfect malt balance and a snappy dry finish (GA, Pilsner $3/ $6)

Victory Prima Pils

5.3% Prima! It’s a German exclamation of joy. It’s a recognition of accomplishment. The whole
flower hopped German treat is a wonder accomplishment. (PA, German Pils, $3/ $6.5)

Lagunitas Pils

6% Brewed with loads of imported Saaz hops and a bottom-fermenting yeast strain that leaves it
Light and Crisp and Easy to Slam, yet full of real flavor and all the things you yearn for. (CA $3/$6)

BELGIANS: YEAST-DRIVEN, SPANNING FROM CRISP LIGHT SAISONS TO BOLD MALTY DARKS ALES
*Pauwel Kwak

8.4% Full-bodied Belgian Specialty Ale. Amber in color with beautiful foam and slightly sweet,
seductive malt character. Rich, satisfying Belgian experience.(Belgium $4/$10)

*St. Bernardus ABT 12

10% Abbey ale brewed in the classic ’Quadrupel’ style of Belgium’s best Abbey Ales. It’s a very
balanced beer, with a full-bodied taste and a perfect equilibrium between malty, bitter, and
sweet..(Belgium, Quadrupel $5.50/$11)

PALES: A RANGE OF BITTERNESS FROM CLEAN KOLSCHS TO BALANCED HOPPY CHARACTER TO HOP BOMBS
Sea Dog Island Time IPA

4.5% An easy drinking session IPA built with a variety of Northwest hops which contribute to the
grapefruit and pine nose and spicy hop finish. (ME, IPA $3/$6)

Tequesta De Chancellor

5.3% Clean and bright German style Pale, from one of the best classic style brewers around, with
slight grassy hop presence. (FL, Kolsch $3/ $6.50)

Sierra Nevada Sidecar
Orange Pale Ale

5.3% A new take on the hoppy pale ale brewed with Mandarina hops with a hint of orange peel.
(NC, Fruited Pale $3/$7)

Sam Adams Hopscape

5.5% Four types of West Coast hops add bold notes of pine and juicy grapefruit to this deep golden
wheat ale, for a crisp flavor that’s a refreshing escape from winter’s lingering chill.
(MA Wheat IPA $4/$7)

Bell's Smitten Golden Rye
Ale

6% The combination of sharp citrus & resinous flavors from the hops with the earthy, rustic
overtones of the rye malt contribution yield an interesting take on the American Pale Ale.(MI, Rye
Ale $3/$6)

MIA Mega Mix

6% Very nice West Coast Style IPA brewed with Citra & Mosaic…offering huge aromatuc tangerine
tropical goodness. A favorite of ours locally. (FL, IPA $3/ $6.5)

Lagunitas IPA

6.2% Ruthlessky delicious. Well-rounded, highly drinkable IPA. A bit of Caramel Malt barley
provides the richness that mellows out the twang of the hops. (CA, IPA $3/$6.5)

Copperpoint One Love I.P.A.

6.5% Hop forward american IPA. Copious amounts of whole leaf Cascade and Simcoe hops for a bold
bright flavor, smooth balanced character with notes of citrus and pine standing out. (FL, IPA $4/$8)

Ballast Point Grapefruit
Sculpin IPA

7% Inspired use of hops creates hints of apricot, peach, mango and lemon flavors, but still packs a
bit of a sting, just like a Sculpin fish. The grapefruit flavor really enhances the citrus aroma of the
hops. (CA, IPA, $4/$8)

Cigar City Jai Alai

7.5% Pours copper in color with notes of citrus & tropical fruit in the aroma. Flavor has upfront
citrus bitterness with a hint of caramel & citrus & tropical fruit hop notes in the finish. (FL, IPA
$3.5/$7.5)

*Concrete Beach Mas Hops

10% Intense, yet drinkable, boldly hopped Imperial IPA with notes of orange and grapefruit rind to
balance a prominent, sharp hop bitterness with a pleasant malty body (FL, DBL IPA $4/$9)

FRUITS & SPICED: MORE THAN JUST BEER FOR NON-BEER LOVERS, OFTEN INNOVATIVE & SURPRISING
Boulevard
Ginger Lemon Radler

4.1% a zesty, refreshing take on the tradition of mixing beer with soda or lemonade to create a light,
thirst-quenching beverage ideal for warm weather. (MO, Shandy $3/$6.5)

Angry Orchard

5% This crisp and refreshing beverage mixes the sweetness of the apples with a subtle dryness for a
balanced taste. (MA, Cider $3/$6.50)

Due South Isle of
MaGourdo

5% Isle of MaGourdo is a pumpkin ale brewed specially for the fall season. (FL Pumpkin Ale $4/$6)

Unibroue Ephemere

5% Delicate balance of fruit and spice, hint of sweetness, hint of tartness, redolent of Granny Smith
Apples. (Quebec $4/8)

Avery Lilikoi Kepolo

5.4% Luscious. Juicy. Tart. And like no other! Witbier with passionfruit. (CO, Fruit Beer $2.5/$7)

*Accomplice WTFU coffee
Cider
*Weyerbacher
Imperial Pumpkin

5.1% a cider that holds the caffeine of a coffee without the bitterness that even a blonde roast emits
a creation consisting of two polar tastes of coffee and apples. (FL, Cider $2.5/$7)
8% Brewed with pumpkin, cinnamon, nutmeg, cardamom, and cloves (PA, Imp. Pumpkin $3.5/$7)

WILD ALES & SOURS: EMERGING IN POPULARITY, THESE ALES GO FROM BRIGHT & TART, TO AGED, RICH, &
VINEGAR-Y
Anderson Valley
Briny Melon Gose

4.2% A thirst-quenching tartness that is perfectly balanced by subtle watermelon flavors & aromas.
Gentle additions of sea salt create a refreshing harmony between the acidity & fruity sweetness
(CA, Gose $3/ $6.5)

Boulevard Hibiscus Gose

4.2% Coriander & sea salt during boiling, then we steep dried hibiscus flowers at the end to create a
vibrant pink hue (really, though, it’s pink!). The result is a tangy, sweet and sour ale w/ a refreshing
citrus character. (MO, Gose $3/$6.5)

Victory Cherry Kirsch Gose

4.7% Effervescent and sublime, this session ale has an enticing cherry-fruit character
(PA, Gose $3/$6.5)

New Belgium Fruit Fly

5.7% A new spin on the classic tart Berliner weisse. Fruit Fly is a kettle-soured, quaffable ale brewed
with tropical passionfruit and fruity Citra hops. (CO/NC Sour Pale $4/$7)

*Sierra Nevada Bigfoot

9.6% American Barley wine , Bigfoot is a beast of a beer. Strong robust style beer
Barleywine $4/$7)

(CA

MALTY TO ROASTY: FROM BALANCED AMBERS & BROWNS TO DARK, ROASTY MALTS & ROBUST FLAVORS
New Belgium Fat Tire

5.2% An iconic brand in American craft at this point. Why? Everybody can get behind easy caramel
malt and grassy, fruity hops. Not too sweet, not too bitter. (NC/ CO, Amber Ale $3/ $6)

Sierra Nevada 35 Reserve

8% American Strong Ale brewed for there 30 annniversary. Can't go wrong with this great
drinkable ale (CA, Ale $4/$7)

Guinness Draught Stout

4.2% Time tested and true. Soft nutty malts. Surprisingly light. Great to blend with Wits, Lambics,
& Ambers. (IRELAND, Dry Irish Stout $3 for tasting/ $8 for 20oz)

Young's Double Chocolate
Stout

5.2% A vibrant chocolate taste, with some toasted malt and hints of caramel and vanilla .Velvety
chocolate, smooth and rich. (England, Stout, $4/$8)

Breckenridge Brewery’s
Vanilla Porter

5.4% An ale that has all the chocolate and roasted nut flavor of a classic Porter, with an enigmatic
surprise thrown in for good measure. (CO, Porter, $3/$6.5)

Green Man Porter

6% Tradtional English style with rounded roasty presence and finishes with heavy chocolate notes.
(NC, Eng Porter $3/ $6.50)

*Funky Buddha Maple
Bacon Coffee Porter

6.4% Luxuriously creamy, with layers of sweet malt, toffee, and roast giving way to waves of smoke,
coffee, and salted chocolate. It finishes sticky, rich, and sweet, with the flavor of maple syrup
lingering pleasantly on the tongue. (FL, $5/$10)

*Founders Breakfast Stout

8.3% The coffee lover’s consummate beer. Brewed with an abundance of flaked oats, bitter and
imported chocolates, and two types of coffee, this stout has an intense fresh-roasted java nose
topped with a frothy, cinnamon-colored head that goes forever. (MI, Stout $4, $7)

Specialty Cocktails on Draft
Rebecca's Secret Family
Cocktail on Tap

Deep Eddy Vodka Based and the secret family recipe , You tell us what's in it? We will disclose that
it taste like the holidays. Without the crazy family members :) $6 FLA

NON-ALCOHOLIC SELECTIONS: FOR DESIGNATED DRIVERS, OUR UNDERAGED FANS,
THOSE LOOKING FOR A CAFFEINE BUZZ, ADVENTUROUS MIXOLOGISTS OR ALL OF THE ABOVE
The Rabbit Cold Brew

Smooth, bold & naturally sweet coffee is for the caffeine lover, with over 40mg of caffeine per
ounce. (Palm Beach County, Single Origin Coffee, $10 for 10oz pour)

Tealixir Dr. Marigold

Per folk medicine tradition this kombucha is naturally fermented tea- Crisp and fruity. Ingredients
include Ginkgo, marigold petals, dandelion, orange peel, Perfect on it's own, but fantastic in a
cocktail (West Palm Beach, Kombucha, $8 for 16oz)

